
                                                                       

CLUB RIDES 

COVID 19 – NB All rides must be carried out in line with current Government and British Cycling 
Guidelines relating to Covid-19. Should the guidance change, rides must only continue in line with 
any changes.

Please refer to separate COVID-19 Supporting Documents found within ‘files’ on the facebook page.

Posting Rides 

All members are encouraged to post rides as an event on the club FB page. Anyone who wishes to join a 
ride should click ‘going’ after checking that the ride pace and distance is suitable for them and check back 
periodically for ride updates due to weather conditions etc. A brief description of the ride should be included,
the route uploaded (where possible) with the ride start time and location and whether there will be a 
refreshment stop. It is the ride leader’s responsibility to make final assessments on the day of the ride and 
cancel the ride if necessary (bad weather) or suggest an alternative route (roadworks). Some members may
wish to offer a ‘social’ ride whereby those attending will be expected to organize themselves into similar 
ability groups or instead give a more specific speed / description of terrain may be given. This is at the 
discretion of the member who is posting the ride who in addition to stipulating the number of riders who may 
join the ride may include the following club ride definitions:

LEISURE- 8-10 mph average throughout the whole ride

Leisure rides will include a combination of road and cycle paths. There will be regular intervals to regroup if 
needed. The speed will be set at the pace of the slowest rider. Distance/terrain to be determined by the ride 
leader / poster but is likely to be flat with a couple of undulations for practice. Expect to be out on your bike 
for at least 1 hour doing an average speed of 8/10 mph.

Nobody gets left behind.

STEADY - 10-12 mph average throughout the whole ride

Steady rides are for those who are confident to cycle out on a road as a group. Speed averaging at 10/12 
mph but capable of achieving up to 14/16 mph on FLAT sections regrouping at regular intervals allowing for 
those working up from leisure rides or who haven't been able to get out on their bikes to build fitness speed 
and confidence, the route may include undulations and hills.

Nobody gets left behind.

TWIXT - 12-14 mph average throughout the whole ride

TWIXT is a step up from the Steady ride in terms of speed in a group ride. Between a steady and moderate.
For those who want to gain more experience in group riding, route knowledge and with the intention of 
increasing speed. Re grouping will occur at the top of climbs. This is a confidence building ride, but the pace
will average 12-14 mph and anyone not able to maintain this speed should be able to make their own way 
back independently. This will be a faster pace than a steady. The route may include undulations and hills.



                                                                       

ADVANCED - 13-15 mph average throughout the whole ride

The intention of an advanced ride is to maintain a good pace of 13 / 15 average mph over the ride achieving
at times up to 20 mph on the flat. You should be confident riding in a group and be able to make your own 
way back should you need to. Regrouping will occur at the ride leader’s discretion and in case of any 
mechanicals.

This will be a faster pace than a TWIXT. The route may include undulations and hills. 

SAFE CYCLING: 

We want club rides to be enjoyable, fun and safe for everyone, so we ask that you carefully consider and 
adhere to the following:

 Your bike must be in a roadworthy condition with functioning front and rear lights for evening rides 
and at times of poor visibility.

 Helmets are compulsory.
 All riders need to bring their ICE details on every ride.
 You should carry with you anything you consider necessary for your safety (eg pump / tools/spare 

tubes /drink/first aid equipment)
 Ride no more than 2 abreast and single file when appropriate to let traffic past.
 Ensure you use hand signals and/or agreed shouts for notifying other riders of road hazards such 

as potholes, parked cars or when slowing.
 Keep together in one group unless agreed otherwise at the start of the ride or when leaving the 

refreshment stop.
 Be mindful - ensuring no riders are ‘dropping’ at the back. A designated back marker is useful 
 Regroup as quickly as possible at the top of hills. 
 If you are struggling with the pace, then shout out so the pace can be adjusted.
 Always adhere to the Highway Code .
 At junctions, wait, to ensure all group members are present.

CLUB SHOUTS

 Car Up - Car coming up front towards the group.
 Car Back - Car coming up behind the group, particularly important when it is clear the car is 

intending to overtake.
 Slowing/Stopping - are vital to avoid unpleasant collisions.  

Pointing out holes or shouting hole if not confident of letting go of the bike is also useful as is an arm up the 
back if you are pulling out or shouting out to warn others behind there is something in the road like a parked
car or pedestrian.



                                                                       

INCIDENT CHECKLIST

In the event of an incident an incident form must be completed – these can be found under files on 
the facebook page. These are normally completed by the ride leader and sent to a club secretary.

Checklist

In the event of an incident ensure the safety of yourself and the group before you do anything.
Make sure the casualty is not in any immediate danger.
If required call the emergency services, give clear instructions as to where you are and a brief update on the
casualty’s condition, the call taker will guide you through what they require from you. (You should always 
identify the first aider in the group before you set off on your ride).
Quickly establish roles and use your group efficiently. 

 Ensure other road users know there has been an accident if you need to block the road use 
vehicles at the scene to do this.

 Once everyone is safe, the emergency services are enroute or have arrived and the situation is 
under control, call the riders ICE contact. Ask nearby houses for blankets if necessary, make the 
casualty as comfortable as possible without moving them or causing further injury.

 If another person/s is involved, get their details (car registration, name, contact number). 
 Take pictures on your phone.
 If witnesses are present obtain their name and contact details.
 Agree who will travel with the rider to the nearest hospital and who will manage the bike                  

If a 3rd party was involved, the bike was badly damaged and injuries thought to be severe, 
leave that bike in site until the police arrive

INSURANCE

Yorkshire Cogs & Roses Cycle Club is affiliated to British Cycling. British Cycling insurance only covers the 
club, an official acting on behalf of the club, the official does not have to have a position on the committee, it 
can be a ride leader, it also covers the club for a rider trying out the club for the 1st time. 
Riders need to still have their own personal insurance. 


